
                          
 

MEDIA RELEASE                                                                                          21 May 2012 

COOKED IN AFRICA FILMS SIGNS EXCLUSIVE VEHICLE SPONSORSHIP WITH 
RENAULT SA 

 
KNYSNA – Leading South African production company, Cooked in Africa Films has 
negotiated a R2.1M sponsorship deal with local French vehicle manufacturer, Renault 
South Africa. 
 
Renaultʼs Head of Communications and Brand, Danielle Melville handed over the keys to 
one of five new Renault Koleos SUV vehicles valued at R325 000 to Cooked in Africa 
Films Founder and Creative Director, Justin Bonello, at a media luncheon at Simola Spa 
and Golf Estate in Knysna today. 
 
Cooked in Africa films specialises in the production of thought provoking entertainment 
and original content – mostly reality documentaries - for both TV and new media 
platforms. 
 
Says the filmmaker, veteran presenter and bush cook, Justin, “Our partnership with 
Renault represents a new era in Cooked in Africa Films with the company having 
produced more than 100 hours of content last year mostly within the adventure and 
lifestyle reality TV genres. We recently completed six tough days of filming for the third 
season of The Rideʼs “The Ride of Sir Harry Smith” using four Koleos SUVʼs to tow 
horses and horse-boxes over 1000kms of rugged territory between Cape Town and 
Grahamstown. It was a baptism of fire for the vehicles, but they performed beautifully, 
and much like our camera crew, are build to work hard and deliver consistently over all 
terrains and in all weather!”                                                                            …more/2 



                          
With a string of successful Seriesʼ, including “Charlyʼs Cake Angels”, “Exploring the 
Vine”, “The Ride” and “Around Iceland on Inspiration” behind them, the company is 
expected to deliver another 50 hours in reality TV content by the end of 2012, including 
an original 13-part extreme cuisine reality TV cooking competition hosted by Justin 
Bonello entitled, “Ultimate Braai Master”; and a six-part scientific expedition that 
follows Dr. Steve Boyes (PHD Zoology) along the Okavango Delta as he highlights the 
plight of the Delta, entitled “ Bush Boyes”. 
 
Danielle Melville comments, “Cooked in Africa Films and Justin Bonello represent the 
ideal platform to showcase the versatility and accessibility of the new Koleos SUV range. 
As a much-treasured local entrepreneur, we believe that Justin is a great ambassador to 
the Brand as the vehicle is designed to deliver on performance and economy, while 
remaining suited to both the urban and outdoor environments that are so much a part of 
the modern South African lifestyle.” 
 
Cooked in Africa Films Executive Producer, Peter Gird is thrilled with the partnership. 
“As Cooked in Africa spreads its wings into the expanding world of Branded 
Entertainment weʼre delighted to have concluded this ground breaking partnership with 
Renault,” he says. “The new Koleos SUV shouldnʼt be mistaken for an imitation, itʼs a 
true original built off the Nissan platform as part of the wider Renault/Nissan Alliance, 
and we look forward to working with our partners to help build this Brand to a position it 
deserves in the SA market.” 
 
Cooked in Africa Filmsʼ partnership includes Renaultʼs role as an exclusive vehicle 
sponsor for the “Ultimate Braai Master”, which includes the loan of 15 new Koleos SUV 
vehicles (plus one which will be given to the winner as part of the competition prize) for 
the 8000km reality TV road show, and an additional 29 vehicles for production and crew 
valued at R4M.                                                                                                  ….more/3 



                          
 
In the last nine years Cooked in Africa Films has delivered programming across various 
genres to broadcasters as diverse as BBC International, National Geographic, Discovery 
and local South African broadcasters MNET, SABC and ETV.                    
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Distributed on behalf of Cooked in Africa Films by: 
Danielle Melville 

Head : Communications & Band : Renault South Africa 

Tel: (011) 607-7337 

Email: danielle.melville@renault.com 

★ http://www.cookedinafrica.com/ 

 
NOTES TO THE EDITOR 
COOKED IN AFRICA FILMS: Executive Team 
The executive team includes Advertising industry stalwart, Peter Gird, who spent twelve 
years at the helm of Ogilvyʼs production division before establishing his own production 
company, Peter Gird Productions in 1991. Synonymous with some of the best 
directors South Africa has ever seen. Peter Gird Productions enjoyed significant local 
and international success, representing some of the worldʼs best loved brands including 
Castle Lager, Coca-Cola, DSTV, Guinness, J&B, Kelloggʼs, MasterCard, Microsoft, 
Nandoʼs, Nike, Nivea, Sun International, Vodacom, and Volkswagen.  
 
Together, Justin and Peter represent some of the best filmmaker talent in South Africa, 
and have clocked up several internationally and locally celebrated reality TV series to 
their credit, including five seasons of Cooked (aired on the BBC); 13 episodes x 30” of 
Getaway to Africa  (aired locally on MNET and internationally on various broadcasters, 



                          
including Discovery); 13 episodes x 30” of Exploring the Vine (aired locally on MNET 
HD and internationally on National Geographic.); and 13 episodes x 30” of Fresh Living 
TV (aired locally on eTV in 2010, and attracting as many as 1.8 million viewers per 
show).   
 
Justinʼs first book, “Cooked in Africa”, published by Penguin, is a bestseller. His 2nd book, 
the pocket “Weekends Away” received rave reviews, and his third book “Out of the 
Frying Pan”, which was published in 2010, was also a big hit with South African 
audiences. Justin released his fourth book, “Justin Cooks for Friends” in December last 
year, and has a three-book deal with Penguin that will see him published into 2013. 
 
RENAULT KOLEOS SUV 
Since its international launch in 2008, the Renault Koleos has posted sales in excess of 
130 000 units globally, and continues to expand its share of this constantly growing, 
highly competitive segment. 
 
“In South Africa, the model is highly regarded, as its sophisticated platform allows the 
vehicle to cope perfectly with all on-road and off-road situations,” says Fabien Payzan, 
Marketing Vice-President of Renault SA. 
 
The new 2012 Koleos boats a redesigned front end that reassert the modelʼs bold 
character and robustness. The dynamic presence of the new Koelos has been 
reinforced by new, slimmer headlights and a more muscular bumper with sculpted 
recesses for the front fog lights. More streamlined door mirrors are also featured, and 
now incorporate LED indicators. 
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